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Business Intelligence in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations and RisksIGI Global, 2004
Business Intelligence in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations and Risks describes what Business Intelligence (BI) is, how it is being conducted and managed and its major opportunities, limitations, issues and risks. This book takes an in-depth look at the scope of global technological change and BI. During this transition to BI,...
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Cassandra High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Apache Cassandra is a massively scalable, peer-to-peer database designed for 100 percent uptime, with deployments in the tens of thousands of nodes supporting petabytes of data. This book offers readers a practical insight into building highly available, real-world applications using Apache Cassandra. ...
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Raspberry Pi Supercomputing and Scientific Programming: MPI4PY, NumPy, and SciPy for EnthusiastsApress, 2017

	Build an inexpensive cluster of multiple Raspberry Pi computers and install all the required libraries to write parallel and scientific programs in Python 3. This book covers setting up your Raspberry Pis, installing the necessary software, and making a cluster of multiple Pis. 





	Once the cluster is built, its power...
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Parallel Computing on Heterogeneous ClustersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A timely reference on new approaches to parallel computing
Traditional software for parallel computing typically spreads computations evenly over a set of linked processors.  This, however, may not always be the best way of maximizing the performance of a given network or cluster of computers. By taking account of the actual performance of...
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Oracle DBA on UNIX and Linux (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
Oracle DBA on Unix and Linux provides all the information needed to install, support, tune, and upgrade Oracle databases on the UNIX and Linux platforms. Maintain a robust, mission-critical Oracle8i database. This book provides administrative solutions for the day-to-day DBA. You'll learn how to install the database for maximum efficiency,...
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Statistical Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010Que, 2011

	There was no reason I shouldn’t have already written
	a book about statistical analysis using Excel.
	But I didn’t, although I knew I wanted to. Finally, I
	talked Pearson into letting me write it for them.


	Be careful what you ask for. It’s been a struggle, but
	at last I’ve got it out of my system, and...
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Handbook of Data Visualization (Springer Handbooks of Computational Statistics)Springer, 2008
Visualizing the data is an essential part of any data analysis. Modern computing developments have led to big improvements in graphic capabilities and there are many new possibilities for data displays. This new volume in the series Springer Handbooks of Computational Statistics gives an overview of modern data visualization methods, both in theory...
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Getting Started with Red Hat Enterprise VirtualizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage powerful Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization solutions to build your own IaaS cloud


	About This Book

	
		Build an agile, secure, and highly scalable virtualization foundation for your enterprise Linux and Windows workloads
	
		Explore how Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization positions itself...
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Microsoft Windows Media Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Broadcast live events or stream content on demand with expertise from those  who know the technology best—the Microsoft Windows Media Team. This official  Resource Kit packs the technical insights and tools you need to capture,  encode, distribute, and play back digital video and audio using the Windows  Media 9 Series platform....
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Modern CosmologyAcademic Press, 2003

	Modern Cosmology begins with an introduction to the smooth, homogeneous universe described by a Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric, including careful treatments of dark energy, big bang nucleosynthesis, recombination, and dark matter. From this starting point, the reader is introduced to perturbations about an FRW universe: their...
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Hands-On Computer Vision with Julia: Build complex applications with advanced Julia packages for image processing, neural networks, and Artificial IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the various packages in Julia that support image processing and build neural networks for video processing and object tracking.

	
		Key Features

		
			Build a full-fledged image processing application using JuliaImages
	
			Perform basic to advanced image and video stream...
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Introduction to Data Mining and its Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
An enormous proliferation of databases in almost every area of human endeavor has created a great demand for new, powerful tools for turning data into useful, task-oriented knowledge. In the efforts to satisfy this need, researchers have been exploring ideas and methods developed in machine learning, pattern recognition, statistical data analysis,...
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